Housing Resources Committee – Meeting Minutes 6.28.10

Housing commitments to Date
- AIDS Foundation of Chicago: 20-25 hospital to housing units; 5 family units – but no services
- Betsy/Katrina are meeting with the VA to determine what opportunities there are with VASH
- Any provider who wants assistance figuring out their tenant selection/current waiting list limitations should talk to CSH

Discussion of the Registry
- What % of people in the registry will qualify for VASH nationally?
- How do waiting lists interact with registry?
- How do the various tenant selection plans affect housing people identified by the registry?

Services
- Important to determine what service options providers have and what is needed beyond those once people are housed
- Also important to have a coordination team that meets to talk about keeping people housed, provide opportunities for unit swaps if needed
- Service enhancements necessary to keep most vulnerable people housed (i.e. ACT model)

Housing Goal – determined
- 170 units (150 single units; 20 family units)
- Housed by Dec. 31, 2010

Next Steps
- Meet with providers to discuss unit commitments, tenant selection plans, waiting lists
- Hold meetings with any of the funders to make it easier to commit units (case by case basis)

Next Meeting
- July 20th, 2pm @ CSH, 23rd Floor